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China Macro Group is a consultancy specialized in analyzing China’s policy, market and international context

China Macro Group recognizes the distinct nature of China’s
political system and its pursuit of continued social and
economic development towards a higher-income country
guided by macro policy plans such as the 14th Five-Year-Plan.

Continuous reforms of China’s socialist market economy spur
fast evolving changes in market regulations and data-based
regulatory supervision, business environment reforms as well
as the complexity of interdependencies and trade-offs across
policy objectives such as sustained economic growth,
technological catch-up, social cohesion, financial stability,
national security and decarbonization.

While opening-up continues in terms of broadening market
access, active trade policy and growing international
cooperation, new geopolitical realities increase China’s
perceived need for more self-sufficiency across areas such as
technology, food, data and energy, shaping its foreign policy in
an increasingly multipolar world.



Two key constitutional norms as conceptual basis of China’s economic system 
Constitution as amended on 11th March 2018
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Article 7 The state sector of the economy, that is, the sector of the 
socialist economy under ownership by the whole people, shall be the 
leading force in the economy. The state shall ensure the consolidation 
and development of the state sector of the economy.

Article 11 Non-public economic sectors that are within the scope 
prescribed by law, such as individually owned and private businesses, 
are an important component of the socialist market economy.

The state shall protect the lawful rights and interests of non-public 
economic sectors such as individually owned and private businesses. 
The state shall encourage, support and guide the development of non-
public economic sectors and exercise oversight and regulation over 
non-public economic sectors in accordance with law.
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Dimensions Today

Nominal economic system

Ownership concept

Public procurement

Role of SOEs

Role of party in governance

Planned economy

Full state ownership

Takes place within SOE-dominated system

Revenues and employment only

Full party and state control

Reform enabled rapid growth
• Market liberalization for 

investment and trade as basis 
for spectacular growth

• More competition and more 
market forces to allocate 
production factors harnessed

• SOEs reforms initiated to 
corporatize, consolidate and 
rise  productivity

However, significant “market 
distortions” remain
• Building towards sui generis 

“socialist market economy”
• Public economy remains at the 

“foundation” and “guides” 
development of private sector

• Factors of production (land, 
energy, capital, raw materials, 
labor) still with strong state 
intervention

Socialist market economy

Co-existence of various ownership forms

Open to non-SOEs, but domestic firms explicitly 
favored over foreign ones

Also serving strategic functions

Involvement in corporate governance

Early 1980s Overall assessment

Marketization of defaults No defaults and government bail-out Growing marketization of defaults

Industrial policy Subsidies-centered More diverse marketized instruments

Factors of production All government controlled Partial liberalization (esp. land and labor)

Few sectors open – with JV-requirementsInvestment barriers to foreign 
firms

Investment barriers to domestic 
firms

Most sectors closed to non-SOE entities Ongoing reduction in sectorial barriers

Short negative list & increased liberalization

Role of state State equates economy State guides non-public sectors

Reforms since early the “opening up” period have transformed the China’s economic system…



Innovation

Industrial

Dual 
Circulation

Digital 
economy

Rural revitalization

Urbanization

Spatial planning 
and regional 
development

Culture

Green 
development

Modernization 
goals

Opening up

Security

Military

Governance 
capacity

One country, 
two systems

Implementation
Education, health 

and aging

Employment, 
public services, 
social security

Economic policy Social policy Security/governance FYP goals/governance

Chapter 6 of 14th Five-Year-Plan calls to “comprehensively deepen the reform of the socialist market economy”
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Ownership system
• Public economy as ‘priority’

• “Different ownership types develop side-
by-side”

• “Guiding” the development of the private 
economy

Distributive system 
• Labor income as main component

• Multiple distribution channels co-exist

Political economy and market 
governance

• Market in “determining role” (3rd Plenum 
of 18th CCP CC)

• Active governmental intervention for 
market failures and other regulatory 
needs

Three theoretical pillars Key policy shifts initiated by 14th FYP

No structural changes, but:
• Improved movement of factors of production (esp. land circulation, 

hukou liberalization…)
• Data: newly as factor of production, growing public ownership of data, 

higher data protection and cross-border data regulation
• SOEs: focus on higher efficiency and implementing strategic goals 

(technology, food security)

• «Common prosperity»: more emphasis on reducing social inequality

• New tax regulations and better worker protection

• «Dual Circulation» incl. supply-side-structural refrom (SSSR)

• Avoid «unorderly capital expansion» - incl. re-moralization of the market
(«visible hand») and trade-offs with public and social policy objectives

• More marketized industrial policy (e.g. guidance funds)

• Strong anti-monopoly efforts

• Prudential financial supervision to ensure financial stability

• More efficient market (business environment and SCS / 放管服)

• Broadening party governance in companies

Market entities
- Public economy – system and role
- Public asset management
- Private companies

“High-standard market”
- Property
- Factors of production
- Competition policy
- Social credit system

Financial and tax system
- Financial governance
- Tax system
- Financial system

Market governance
- Macro-economic governance
- Business environment
- Market supervision (e.g. internet+)

14th FYP policy components

14th Five-Year-Plan launches continued and broad reforms of China’s socialist market economy
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Key strategic drivers

• Eradication of absolute poverty
formally achieved by 2021

• 600 Mio. Chinese earning less than 1k 
RMB per month (Premier Li Keqiang, 
during the NPC)

• Broadened «overall national security
concept» and elevation of security as
condition and guarantuee of
development

• A high GDP growth rate is no longer
sole source of legitimacy for the CCP

• Improving income of lower and 
middle income groups

• Ambition to overcome the long-
standing urban-rural dichotomy

• Intention to improve «upward
mobility», improve educational
opportunities and incentivize «giving
back» to the society

What is it about

§ Only with the meeting on 17th August 2021 the 
goal of “common prosperity” has become a real 
topic of concern for Chinese society as a whole 

§ For the CCP the “common prosperity” policy is an 
essential requirement for socialism and a key 
political long-term objective

§ In party logic, the “common prosperity” is linked 
to “high-quality development” and “people-
centricity” (以人民为中心)

§ The policy aims to create more equitable 
conditions for people to improve their livelihood 
and upward mobility and suggests new taxation, 
social insurance and transfer payment regulations

§ Main national ministries responsible: Ministry of 
Finance, National Development and Reform 
Commission, Ministry of Human Resources and 
Social Security and Central Office of Rural Work

§ Zhejiang prepares first demonstration zone

Xi Jinping made «Common prosperity» the main 
topic of his speech at the 10th meeting of the 
Central Committee for Financial and Economic 
Affairs on 17th August 2021

The “common prosperity” policy was prominently announced on 17th August 2021 by Xi Jinping
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Rural-urban inequality
- Fixed Hukou
- Frozen rural land reforms
- Low income in agriculture

Regional inequality
- Coastal vs inner land
- East vs West

General income inequalities

Types of inequalities observed in China

Outcome inequality
- Weak redistribution system
- Incomplete social welfare coverage
- Low supporting standards

Key CCP objectives
Distributive 
dimensions

Grow “middle-class” 
population

- Create a strong domestic 
consumption base

Reduce social inequality
- Realize socialist values

Stabilize CCP long-term 
governance 

- Ensure social stability

“Fairer” market
distribution 

(1st distribution)

Improved re-
distribution 

(2nd distribution)

Philanthropy
(3rd distribution)

• To have labor enjoy 
more shares in 
economic output 
(Zhejiang target: 
50% in 2025)

• To adjust the 
inequality created by 
market distribution

• To develop the 
small-size 
philanthropy sector 
and have rich people 
or sectors “pay back 
the society more”

Distributive goalIssue analysis

• Low share of labor 
compensation as % 
of output (2018: 
38.3% in China vs 
59.4% in US)

• Indirect tax 
dominance hardly 
reduced inequality 
(North Europe: Gini 
reduced by 0.2 after 
2nd redistribution)

• Donations in China 
only 0.15% of GDP 
in 2019 (US: 2.1%)

“Common prosperity” listed in the 14th FYP as part of 2nd Centennial Goal of CCP after achieving the first 
goal of formally eliminating absolute poverty (小康社会)

Opportunity inequality
- Quality of education / vocational training
- Upward social mobility

China aims to build a multi-dimensional distribution system to tackle variety of inequality issues…
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Exemplary policy action Strategic impact for foreign 
insurers

Distributive 
dimensions

“Fairer” market
distribution 

(1st distribution)

Improved re-
distribution 

(2nd distribution)

Philanthropy
(3rd distribution)

Specific policy goal

• Recognition of workers in informal economy
• Group negotiation on salaries allowed (Zhejiang)

• Stricter labor rule compliance / raised 
labor costs

• Possible ESG impact for AM

• Better protection of workers’ 
benefits

• Restriction of “disorderly capital 
deployment”

• Commission ceiling for ride hailing platform
• Price control of off-class tutoring
• Payment control for stars and entertainers

• Risks of more activist government 
intervention in pricing

• Progressive tax mechanism

• Comprehensive social safety net 

• Proactive social policy structure
• Better public services in reducing 

living burdens

• Introduction of property tax (under discussion)
• Expansion of tax base for individual income tax 

such as capital gains also in sight
• Tax incentives for apartment renting

• Improvement of public medical insurance standards 
and public pension

• Enhancing social security for migrant workers

• Expanded channels of financial 
revenue for middle class

• Capital market reforms to list more companies 
• Broadened investment channel

• Inclusive public education with better tutoring 
responsibilities

• More affordable housing options (planned)

• More social responsibilities 
expected from high-net-worth 
people and enterprises

• Strengthen volunteering services

• Charity efforts from HNWIs ($5 billion YTD, 20% 
more than in entire year of 2019)

• “Common prosperity” funds established by 
technology companies, e,g. Alibaba: rmb 100bn; 
Tencent: rmb 50bn

• Potential large customer base for 
targeted investment products

• Risk in real estate sector
• Re-design of employee payment 

structure needed

• Enhanced consumption demands 
driven by better social welfare / 
public service

• Increased social responsibility expected 
for MNCs in China

Interventionist 
intensity

• Development of rural economy • More freedom in transferring rural land (planned)
• Agricultural modernization, rural infrastructure

• More demand from agriculture sector 
and rural economy

… foreign firms to bear more social responsibilities but also prospect of larger middle-class customer base
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China’s path towards “common prosperity”

Ø Aims at both becoming a high-income economy 
and achieving equality

Ø Does not intend to follow the US’ “free market” 
model due to high inequality

Ø Nor pursuing the “high welfare state” model in 
Northern Europe (according to Li Shi, Prof. 
Zhejiang University) 

• Possible problems in “low efficiency, lack 
of incentives / motivations” 

• Still low-level average income at current 
stage of China

• But “can make reference to some of their 
welfare policies”

Source: World Bank, NBS

Big picture: forging middle way towards prosperity, balancing social welfare and «entrepreneurship»
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Dual Circulation’s three building blocksChina’s past growth heavily reliant on investment
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Investment ExportPrivate consumption Governmental Import

1)  Improve the “domestic large circulation”(国内大循环)

• Continue the “SSSR” (more efficient and marketized state economy)

• Build a “single market” with reduced barriers and improved logistics

• Improve financing capability of financial system for “real economy”

2)  Strategy to “expand domestic demand” (扩大内需战略)

• Consumption: grow the consumption share by reforming social and Hukou 
policies, expand services and rising wages via higher labor productivity

• Investment: focus on more selective and higher-return investment projects 
such as “new infrastructure” or “new urbanization”

• Governmental expenditure: control budget deficit and rebalance fiscal 
expenditure towards social welfare

3)  Domestic and international cycle synergies (促进国内国际双循环)

• “Balanced import-export development”: import of high-value consumer 
goods, technology, key equipment, energy and resources, while increasing 
service export and export value-added

• Two-way investments: attract more foreign capital, also conditioned to 
domestic needs (high-tech, inland regions, science projects), and continued 
“going out” of Chinese services, brands and technologies
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China’s GDP composition (00-19) vs. benchmarks

Dual Circulation seeks more market integration and efficiency, and rebalances towards the domestic market… 
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• Retain China’s central role in industrial and supply chains and 
preserve “critical links” domestically

• Tighten foreign dependencies on China’s most competitive 
manufacturing sectors and capabilities

• Diversify import sources and supply chains

• Leverage trade relations with BRI partner countries to make supply 
chains more “secure and stable”

• Accelerate S&T and industrial policies to reduce dependence on 
foreign critical inputs

• Build domestic industrial backups to allow “self-circulation” (自我循
环) in “critical moments”

“The industrial chain and supply chain cannot be 
dropped at a critical moment. […] This epidemic is a 
stress test under actual combat conditions.”

“[…] we need to build an independent, controllable, 
safe and reliable industrial chain and supply chain, and 
strive to have at least one alternative source for 
important products […].”

From Xi’s speech in the 7th meeting of 
the CCP Commission Economy & Finance 
on 10th April 2020

Corresponding policy prioritiesXi’s guidance on “resilience”

… and securitizes the resilience of China’s economy with S&T, industrial and trade policies to increase 
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Company Key regulatory actions / facts Analysis of governmental motives Observations for foreign firms

• RMB 18.2bn anti-monopoly fine (4% of revenues)
• Suspension of Ant's IPO in HK
• Planned JV with a SOE to own individual credit data
• De-leveraging/de-concentration in online credit business
• Strict license requirements on Fintech business
• Divestment from holdings in media firms required

• Ensure fair market competition and 
mitigate systemic risks in financial system

• More governmental control over data 
collection and use

• Prevent large companies from exerting too 
much societal influence via media control

• Careful design of data related 
business models in China

• More cautiousness in risk-taking 
model in the financial sector

• Joint cybersecurity review by multiple ministries 
immediately upon Didi’s US listing

• Ride hailing app taken off-shelf and new users’ registration 
suspended

• Anti-trust investigation ongoing

• Ensure data security, especially cross-
border data transfer with US entities

• Concerned about financial "decoupling" 
and preference for HK listing (not US) by  
Chinese companies

• Stricter approval for overseas listing

• Data security in China operations
• Limits in investment channels (VIE-

issue) and divestment options 
(discouraged US listing)

• Anti-trust fine at RMB 3.4bn, 3% of revenue and has to 
return deposits from SMEs of RMB 1.3bn

• Upper limit set on commission ratio earnings from food 
delivery / ride hailing as a platform company 

• Need to provide better benefits and bear more 
responsibility for workers in informal economy (delivery)

• Need to report its algorithm to the SAMR

• Protect benefits of SMEs and workers
• Mitigate excessive price taking and 

monopolistic practices in the platform 
economy

• More social responsibility such as 
workers' benefits

• More restrictions on proprietary 
algorithms in business applications

• "Three red lines" imposed on real estate developers in 
order to reduce debt

• Banks mandated to reduce ratio of real estate loans
• Intervention to control real estate price
• Evergrande failed to repay its i) USD bonds, ii) domestic 

loans, and iii) its suppliers and retail investors who bought 
its new wealth management products

• Efforts to shift driver of economic growth 
from debt-supported investment to 
domestic investment

• New determination to accept shorter term 
economic costs for sake of ensuring higher 
financial stability and driving socialist 
market economy reforms

• Reduce risk exposure in real estate
• Prepare for shifting economic drivers 

(from state-led fixed asset 
investment to more marketized 
drivers such as consumption, labor 
productivity and innovation) and 
lower GDP growth during 14th FYP

«Firmly oppose the unorderly expansion of capital» (坚决反对资本无序扩张)
Four prototypical recent “crackdowns” – regulatory actions, governmental motives and lessons
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Conclusions

System:
• China develops its «socialist market economy» as a sui generis model
• Ideologically, China entered the post-1st centenntial goal stage of «new development pattern»

Policy:
• More marketization and opening-up – securitized with more steering and control capacity
• Rebalancing priorities of economic growth and social policy objectives
• Activist interventions to «fix» market issues (à visible hand)

Implications for foreign firms:
• Reflect on own business model in terms of its «social function» 

- Seek to better understand China’s societal context and policies
- Review CSR activities and corp. comm/public engagement concepts

• Identify opportunities arising from evolving marketization incl. the platform economy
• Increase your business’ end-consumer needs’ orientation and anticipation
• Review for conflicting industrial policy-based self-sufficiency goals
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